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Richard T. Landale 
14952 – 95A  Avenue, 
Surrey, 
British Columbia. 
V3R 7T6 
Canada 
 

13 June 2018
 

British Columbia Utilities Commission 
Suite 410 – 900 Howe Street, 
Vancouver, 
BC V6Z-2N3 
 

Attention:  Mr. Patrick Wruck 
BCUC Commission Secretary 
 

Dear Sirs, 
 

Re: FortisBC Energy Inc. – Application for Approval of Operating Terms between 
the City of Surrey and FortisBC Energy Inc. and the Application by the City of 
Surrey for an Order Pursuant to Section 32(2) of the Utilities Commission Act – 

Project No. 1598915  
FINAL  SUBMISSION 

 

As a registered intervener I was sent by the Commission a link to the BCUC Information 
Request No.1  followed on March 29th. with a link to the City of Surrey Response to the 
information request. 
Having spent the time to examine both documents,  my concern herein pertains to the 
BCUC Panel IR-1 
 

1.1 Please discuss in detail why City of Surrey agrees or disagrees with each of 
the inputs and values FEI has used in its “calculation” of the 0.7 percent 
operating fee based on delivery margin. 
 

1.2   Other than repeating the assertion that 75 other municipalities in British 
Columbia receive a 3 percent operating fee based on gross revenues, please 
provide any rationale, and associated inputs and values, supporting the 
calculation for City of Surrey’s proposal for a 3 percent operating fee based 
on “gross revenues”. Your response should address qualitative and 
quantitative matters.  (bolding text and underlined for focus)..... 

 

In Surrey’s reply Exhibit B2-16,  the word “calculation” is used by Surrey twice.  The 
remaining 3 references to the word “calculation” are given in the Alpin & Martin report. 
In Surrey’s reply Exhibit B2-16,  the words “gross revenues” is used by Surrey thirteen 
(13) times.  Alpin & Martin report does not make any reference to this text. 
The Alpin & Martin report is inflammatory in its nature to postulate the City’s future 
projects for the next 10 years in the amount of $3.3 million.  By estimating without the 
benefit of project specifications or RFQ data,  which in my opinion is worthless as a basis 
for the City to claim quantitative support analysis for their 3% operating fee. 
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See “Scope of Work”  paragraph 1.2,  in the Alpin & Martin Report for all the terms set 
forth by the City. 
 

SPECIFIC CONCERN 
The City of Surrey in their direct responses to the BCUC Panel IR-1 never demonstrates 
the “quantitative matters” leading to the calculations between the “3%” and the “gross 
revenue” as their justification for the application.  They just make the claim based on other 
municipalities operating fee agreements with FEI,  as if it were their:  “Right of Passage”. 
 

An example might be:-  in the municipality there are 113,000 FortisBC customers having a 
combined gross revenue to FortisBC of:-    (Ref FEI Final submission on page 35 para 75) 
 

FortisBC Customers  113,000  "x"  

Estimated Average Annual 
Cost 

$1,200.00   "y"  

Gross Revenue  $135,600,000.00  

Surrey Operating Fee Rate  3% 

Operating Fee Total  $4,068,000.00   "z"  

Added Annual Cost to each 
FortisBC Customer annually 

$                     36.00    "Tax"     50% more than FEI suggests 

By this example the above table is both qualitative and quantitative:  Qualitative in that 
there are “x’ number of customers.  Quantitative in that the average gas usage equates to 
“y” dollars to establish annual “gross revenue”.  The application seeks the Commission’s 
approval for a 3% based on other municipality’s operating agreements with FortisBC.  
Yielding a “z” net operating fee transfer to the City of Surrey, “Tax”.  That’s a windfall. 
 

FEI in their Final submission suggest the average monthly Residential Operating Fee 
maybe $2:00 (see paragraph 74 and table on page 35).  In rebuttal I submit to the 
Commission my monthly average cost would have been $2.35 in 2017.  This equates to 
$3.2 million based on 113,000 FEI customers.  Now my home is a small rancher.  Which 
is why I have estimated a two storey average home in Surrey to cost $1,200 per annum.  
Again this argument is both qualitative and quantitative.  If “anyone” wishes to challenge 
these numbers I will be very pleased to prove them, based on my billings from FEI and 
the customer base FEI claims. 
 

Further, based on the City of Surrey’s response to the BCUC Panel IR-1, and their Final 
Argument,   The City provides no comparative numbers within any responses that 
provides the Commission with an informed cost to the Municipality taxpayer, and 
ratepayer - 113,000 customers.  The City is neither qualitative and quantitative. 
 

I have no doubt the rambling explanations by the City may have some merit.  As a 
resident of Surrey I see monthly the development applications approved by council 
contributing to the expanding number of dwellings, business outlets and industrial 
complexes,  relative to the 10 year FortisBC plans and the 2040 vision of the City.  The 
Alpin & Martin report offers some insightful projects, while speculative by nature,  their 
costs  remain “unsubstantiated” on merit.  How much weight that merit has is in the 
purview of the Commission.  It is quite conceivable the City of Surrey will rival the City 
of Vancouver in population by 2040 or 2050,  so what is reasonable, is my question? 

The issue is 3% of  or 0.7% of Gross Revenue ? -  what is that number ? 
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I do not see any evidence from the City’s responses that comes even close to $5.3 million 
annually in direct associated (planned or otherwise) costs relating to FortisBC operating 
/relocating its underground facilities to accommodate Surrey’s growing population. There 
exists a rationality problem between terms,  FortisBC explains their calculations simply 
as”  quote: 

FEI states in Exhibit B1-1 page 16,  that the 2016 delivery margin for City 
of Surrey is $82.5 million. FEI also provides the following estimates for 
2016.   While the City in response to BCUC Panel IR-1 reprints this table,  
with a difficult recitation to follow.  I hope the Commission can make sense 
of this response from the City. 

 

 
 

One can argue the numbers are high or low and perhaps missing other quantitatives in the 
above table.  But at the very least FEI is both “qualitative and quantitative”. 
 

I remind the Commission of all my (5) Closing Remarks “City of Surrey’s “Laissez a ” 
approach to this application” in my Rebuttal Evidence dated December 21st 2017,  Exhibit 
C1-6.  Also item (2) Rebuttal Evidence in regards to the By-Law cited as "Highway and 
Traffic By-law, 1997, No. 13007."   Where Schedule B sets forth City fees. 
I further remind the Commission of my entire Evidence with the inclusive attachments 
and links in Exhibit C1-5.  Where I discuss in great detail numbers, quantifiable numbers, 
including various options and recommendations.  The question the Commission needs to 
resolve,  how many customers are their ?  FEI says 113,000,  the City does not specify,  
except when the City refers to Electoral Voters of 303,000 plus.  What is the average 
residential consumption for calculation purposes ?  FEI provides a table in their Final 
submission.  In my Exhibit C1-2,  I provide a copy of my FEI monthly bill,  which clearly 
states my “Gross Consumption” In 2017 I consumed 110 Giga Joules for a cost of 
$941.66 before taxes,  3% = $28.25   If it looks like a tax,  it is a tax.  Surrey like other 
municipalities levy “Development Cost Charges” -  DCC (which recently were approved 
by Council and went up) for new developments.  New developments are the people that 
need to pay for the Operating Fees,  not existing long term homeowners.  We’ve paid 
already !  See Exhibits for a sampling of Surrey Residence commentary E-1,  E-2, E-7, E-
13, E-14  and from E-5 (quote: If an Operating Fee is imposed by the Commission, that the quantum 
of any operating Fee be set at a level that bears a justifiable relationship to the costs that the fee is 
intended to offset,)   This comment reiterates the question by the Commission for a 
“qualitative and quantitative” response from the City.  Most of these exhibits assert the 
lack of consultation with / by the City with their taxpayers.  I also make this assertion. 
 

It is noted for the Commissions considerations that the July 3rd. 2018 Property Tax Notice 
levies on all residential properties the following taxes:  General (0.40621),  Roads & 
Traffic Safety (0.14841),  Capital Parcel Tax (1.000),  Drainage Parcel Tax (1.000) MIL 
Rates.  Further, Metro Vancouver also taxes properties (0.04261) MIL Rate.  We already 
pay for these operating services directly and indirectly.  These taxes/levies and others are 
part and parcel of living in Surrey,  structured and designed to cover all city infrastructure 
costs,  administrative costs, etc;  See Figure 1 in Alpine & Martin Report. 
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The City is a “not-for-profit organization”,  See the City’s Final Argument paragraph 50 
page 22    Ask 303,000 electoral voters,  the City is indirectly requesting double taxation  
(or disguised as an operating fee),  all without taxpayers approval,  a windfall taxation for 
the City. 
 

In my opinion FEI makes a very valid point in their Final submission paragraph 35, page 
14: quote: “an Operating Fee based on a formula that would have yielded an Operating Fee of between 
$3 million and $5 million in recent years, over and above the millions of dollars that FEI already pays in 
municipal taxes, when it currently receives no fee and would otherwise claim permit fees totalling only a 
small fraction of that amount; PLUS” 
 

For whatever the past or the present reasons are,  the City of Surrey should invoke and 
pursue all means necessary to bill, and collect permit fees from FEI.  They have a bylaw 
with schedule fees.  It is these small permit fees and amounts that the City of Surrey has 
neglected to collect,  “their fault”.  That’s an internal problem to the City,  between the 
City and FEI,  and not a problem for the Commission to address.  In fact this particular 
argument underscores FEI’s point,   that if an operating fee were to be levied by the 
Commission,  then 0.7% to cover the necessary permit fee costs is most reasonable from 
an argument point of view,  not from a taxpayers point of view.  We’ve already paid the 
City taxes and FEI monthly billing.  Both of which cover current costs. 
 

Lastly and rightly so,  the City of Surrey points to the fact the municipality is expanding 
rapidly.  The City in many of their public announcements,  claim the City is expanding at 
a rate of 1,000 people per month.  Both the City and FEI attest there are thousands of 
kilometres of roads across the municipality,  below these roads are another thousand(s) of 
zig-zag natural gas pipelines,  sometimes above, sometimes below the existing 
municipality utility systems of water supply and drainage / sewer systems. 
 

We can thank Alpin & Martins report of September 27th.2017 (evidence submitted late – 
after the application was filed),  for their mapping exhibits and project reference tables. 
I agree with these footnotes found on the first page of Appendix III Cost Analysis in the 
Alpin & Martin report.  They are the only “real” fact that Surrey has a point on,  quote: 
 

“Fortis IP/TP line typically situates at 1.2 �1.5m below grade; thus the bottom of the gas line would be 
at 1.5 � 1.8m below. To achieve adequate vertical separation, the top of the proposed utility should be 
at min 2.2m below grade 
I Without  the presence of gas, the proposed utility would have 1.3m � 1.5m cover; thus, the City is 
trenching an additional 0.8m�1.1m to accommodate Fortis 
II It is required as part of the Fortis work authorization, all work within Fortis ROW shall be hand 
excavated. Thus, the production is only at 20% of typical rate at the crossing.  Typically trenching rate 
is 60m / 8hr by machine 
III Due to the proximity to the IP/TP line, there is risk of damaging the line during construction 
IV Fortis Inspector to be onsite full time during work within 1m of Fortis line 
V For gravity utility, once the line is lowered it would continue to be at that depth for the rest of the run. 
We did not include the further downstream effect for sections beyond the manhole downstream 
VI As Fortis drawing 99000�C�100�100�R3, concrete protector pad is required for roadway 
crossing based on 25m road allowance and pad is placed perpendicular to pipe  (25m  / 1.5m = 17 
pieces) 
VII In most cases, works related to Fortis is 2�3 weeks late and thus impacts the construction schedule. 
Even though the contractor may reallocate work to accommodate, the delay still poses a negative impact 
to production and lengthen overall schedule. We adopt a 1 week actual delay impact in lieu of 2�3 
weeks in our cost assessment. 
VIII Based on historical data when poor soil condition is encountered during a road works project. A 
bypass Fortis line needs to be installed first before preload could take place. Continual monitor would 
be required to ensure the existing Fortis line is operating within the required parameters.” 
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The issue with the above footnotes are;  “Surrey’s error” to justify the 3% operating fee 
based on 75 other municipality operating agreements with FortisBC.  There is nothing 
unique to Surrey in these works beyond magnitude of scale.  The City commissioned the  
Alpin and Martin report to quantify,  but the City never really uses the report as their main 
argument for the 3% operating fee.  The main thrust of the City’s argument is to emphasize 
comparisons with the City of Vancouver,  where no other municipality in BC equates to 
Surrey in square kilometres per population density vis-à-vis FortisBC customer base.  So in 
as far as Surrey wishing to simply apply for a 3% operating fee based on the 75 other 
agreements with FEI is not well justified in a qualitative or quantitative measure based on 
fact or merit, not right of passage.  In quantitative terms or means,  for example;  the 
populations of Chetwynd, Salmo, Vancouver Island or whomever does not equate to the 
City justifying the same formula base for an operating fee.  Even based on the City’s own 
attestations,  thousands of kilometres of underground pipe are located within the 
municipality,  obviously there are different cost comparisons across all 75 municipalities. 
 

It would have been most helpful to enhance the greater understanding by all parties to this 
hearing,  if FEI had updated the Appendices 1, 2 & 3 Tables  given in evidence to the 
BCEC in 1977 per G-24-77.   Where dollars and “sense” are tabulated. 
 

If an operating fee does have merit in the considered opinion of the Commission Panel,  
then that fee should be based on “fact” in terms of “qualitative and quantitative” 
methodology to arrive at a reimbursable and equitable formula for an operating fee.  It 
remains inequitable to charge fees to existing Surrey Taxpayers.  As already noted our 
property taxes,  which “do” cover the costs to the City as a “not-for-profit organisation”. 
 

The City of Surrey failed to convince with argument why FEI should surrender its rights 
under their SROW.  CN, CP Railways would not surrender their SROW,  BC Hydro would 
not either.  Major Water works and ROW would not.  See Surrey’s argument Section 2.5 
on pages 47 to 49. ( I am not qualified to comment further on this subject, it is an opinion). 
 

I respectfully submit the City of Surrey has not responded to the BCUC Panel IR-1 in a 
“full and transparent manner”.  I submit the Commission Panel should therefore regard the 
City of Surrey Response Exhibit B2-16,  as no response. 
 

Respectfully I close by saying all existing FEI accounts (113,000 – I still question that 
number) should be “Grandfathered” into not having to pay an Operating Fee,  effective at 
some point in time after the Commission Panel has issued their decision.    Perhaps January 
1st 2020,  once everyone has had time to calculate and introduce account billing 
accordingly.   It is also appropriate the Commission approve the final methodology. 
 

This suggestion to Grandfather all existing FEI customers is broadly based on the costs of 
services provided both by the City and FortisBC that are already in the ground.  Bought 
and paid for by our property taxes,  and in our monthly billing from FortisBC.  Any other 
settlement outcome “does” amount to double taxation and a windfall to the City. 
 

Respectfully,   

 
Richard T. Landale. 
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Intervener C1 


